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About This Game

Grim Town, the town of obsidian lanterns, the dark capital of a quarter of the known world... Three characters arrived here
from different directions. Assassin, paladin and demon - all of them came here following their own way. Everyone has

something to claim.

Grim Town: Battle Tales is the card fights in the fantasy world. You'll need not only good luck, but also strategic thinking. A
peculiar combination of card game and fighting game with RPG elements will remind you that no matter how experienced your

hero or his opponent is, a smile of fortune sometimes can play a decisive role and spoil somebody's game!

GAME FEATURES:
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A unique combination of card game and fighting game with RPG elements;

 Three ways to upgrade your hero. Decide whether to bet on health, defense or attack, or try to balance all
characteristics;

A story campaign for each character.

RULES:

In the neighboring state all disputes are to be settled peacefully and calmly - with the battle-chekers. But the people of Grim
Town are used to another way to solve their problems They fight in a way according to the ancient card game. Its rules are

unbreakable, its result is undeniable.

Each player gets 3 cards, and the battle begins when the first fighter lays one on the table;

His opponent must answer this challenge by laying a card of the same suit or a trump card;

The player with a higher card wins;

The winner gets the right to strike, however, his victim has the right to defense;

The next turn begins, and so it goes, until one of the fighters falls on the Grim Town's pavement, wet from the constant
fogs.
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Only those who are both strong and cunning have a chance to survive in Grim Town. Who knows, maybe this is what made it to
the center of a huge empire? Take a worthy place in the sun, forever hidden in a damp haze - write your own battle tale.
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Title: Grim Town: Battle Tales
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Wonderbox Games
Publisher:
Wonderbox Games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018
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English,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Portuguese,German
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grim town battle tales allegro. grim town battle tales

I'm recommending this game because it has an interesting concept, BUT (and there is a big but here) the game is NOT a
complete game. The developers had a great concept and made a game to the point where it could be played and just stopped
there. Had they fleshed out the game more it could have been a truly amazing blend of card game and RPG. For what it is
currently it is WAY over priced and I would suggest picking it up only if you can get it for less than a couple of dollars.

The base concept is that you play cards where the higher card takes the lower card, but the suit of the cards matters. One suit is
designated as the trump suit for a three-card round. Whoever leads (and you always initially get to go first) determines the suit
in play, and if the opponant doesn't have a card of that suit he automatically loses whatever card he has played unless he can play
a card of the trump suit. One problem I found was that the computer AI does not use a lot of strategy. If you play a high card
from a suit that is not the trump suit, the computer will always play a card of that suit if it has one, even if it is lower, even if it
has cards of the trump suit in its hand.

The RPG element is that you have a hero who is battling a foe and every time a card gets taken an attack is made by the victor.
It can take several attacks to take down a foe, so you can go through a couple of three-card rounds for each foe. But that is as
much as there is to the game. There are 3 characters to choose, whose stats are only slightly different. You level up and assign
stats, but your level and assigned stats is the same for each character when you swap them (so you can not level them up
seperately and focus one hero on hitting and one on blocking).

So the concept is there for a whole game with different hero campaigns and different strategies and the like, the developers just
didn't bother to actually include any of that into the game. But if you like the concept of a traditional card game blended with
RPG elements, and this game is discounted super cheap, then I suggest giving it a try because it is fun, what little there is to play
of it.. So I really wanted to like this game because I am a big fan of card based RPG's but there is just too much missing from
this game to be likeable.

So there is no real campaign persay, you pick 1 of 3 starting characters and basically just battle through 15 oponents to complete
their story, there is a little bit of a story writeup in the description of the enemy.

There is almost no character customization other than the points you place in the health, attack, or defense of your cahracter tab.

There is no tutorial for the card game, basically after playing several times and dying you figure out its basically 3 card spades.
The deck shows you whats trump and you try to play the highest card in each suit, or a trump card if your out, like Spades.

The opponents are mostly repititve and the same art with little to know idea of how hard they are going to hit you when they win
a hand.

Basically fight through the list with 3 card spades, rinse and repeat.

They would have to add a lot more to the game to get me to purchase this again, esepcially at a $10 price tag or even the $7
price tag on sale for launch.
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